LIST OF UNIVERSITY OF DHAKA ALUMNI AND FACULTY

This is an incomplete list (/articles/WikiProject_Lists#Incomplete_lists), which may never be able to satisfy particular standards for completeness. You can help by expanding it (/articles /List_of_University_of_Dhaka_alumni_and_faculty&action=edit) with reliably sourced (/articles /identifying_reliable_sources) entries.

This is the list of the University of Dhaka alumni and faculty members.

POLITICS AND PUBLIC SERVICE

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (/articles /Sheikh_Mujibur_Rahman), Father of the Nation (/articles/Father_of_the_Nation) of Bangladesh (/articles/Bangladesh)

Tajuddin Ahmad (/articles/Tajuddin_Ahmad), first Prime Minister of Bangladesh (/articles /Prime_Minister_of_Bangladesh)
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PHYSICS

Satyendra Nath Bose (articles/Satyendra Nath Bose), FRS (articles /Fellow_of_the_Royal_Society), he is best known for his work on quantum statistics (articles /Quantum_statistics) in the early 1920s.

Sultana N. Nahar, Eminent Physicist, Astronomer

Mohammad Sajjad Alam (http://www.ahel.pu/Bio/cv07-8pgs.htm), Eminent Particle Physicist

M. A. Wazed Miah (articles/M_A_Wazed_Miah), Eminent Physicist

Karianamickam Srinivasa Krishnan (articles/Karianamickam Srinivasa Krishnan), FRS (articles /Fellow_of_the_Royal_Society), co-discoverer of Raman Effect (articles/Raman_Effect) in physics.

M Innas Ali, Physicist, Founder, Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission (articles /Bangladesh_Atomic_Energy_Commission)


Mohammad Ataul Karim (articles/Mohammad Ataul Karim), Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost[30] of the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth (articles /University_of_Massachusetts_Dartmouth), Editor, Optics and Laser Technology,[4] physicist, engineer, and educator

A.M. Harun-ar-Rashid, Eminent Physicist, author of many physics books

Muhammad Munirul Islam,"[RIR]

Khondker Siddique-e-Rabbani, Physicist

http://www.worldlibrary.org/article/whebn00236...

CHEMISTRY
Fazlul Halim Chowdhury (articles/Fazlul_Halim_Chowdhury), Chemist, Educationalist, Ex-Vice Chancellor of the University of Dhaka Abul Hussam (articles/Abul_Hussam), Professor of Chemistry, George Mason University (articles/George_Mason_University) (USA), inventor of the SONO filter for Arsenic (articles/Arsenic) removal. Abdus Satter Khan (articles/Abdus_Satter_Khan), Distinguished aerospace researcher. Abed Chaudhury (articles/Abed_Chaudhury), eminent geneticist

OTHER
Fazlur Khan (articles/Fazlur_Khan), Structural Engineer and Architect - works include Sears Tower (articles/Sears_Tower) and John Hancock Center (articles/John_Hancock_Center). M. Anwar Hossain (http://www.bmbudhaka.net/fac/mah.htm), Biochemist, Vice-Chancellor, Jahangirnagar University (articles/Jahangirnagar_University), 2012- Tirukkannapuram Vijayaraghavan (articles/Tirukkannapuram_Vijayaraghavan), Mathematician, co-discoverer of Pisos-Vijayaraghavan number (articles/Pisos-Vijayaraghavan_number). A. K. Azad Chowdhury (http://www.ugc.gov.bd/commission/Azad_Chowdhury.pdf) S.M. Ullah, Bangladeshi (articles/Bangladeshi-Austrian) (articles/Austria) soil scientist (articles/Soil_scientist) and environmentalist (articles/Environmentalist) who researched arsenic contamination (articles/Arsenic_contamination_of_groundwater) with the Seibersdorf Research Center, Austria (articles/Austrian_Institute_of_Technology). Shah M. Faruque Zeba Islam Seraj Mir Masoom Ali (articles/Mir_Masoom_Ali), George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Statistics, Ball State University (articles/Ball_State_University), Indiana, USA Bhagawan Koirla, Senior Cardiothoracic surgeon (articles/Cardiothoracic_surgeon) and a Social worker (articles/Social_worker) of Nepal (articles/Nepal). He pioneered Open-heart surgery (articles/Open-heart_surgery) in Nepal.

ARTS, CULTURE AND LITERATURE


Aktheruzzaman Elias (articles/Aktheruzzaman_Elias), Bengali novelist. Alamgir Kabir (articles/Alamgir_Kabir_(film_maker)), Three of his feature films are featured in the British Film Institute (articles/British_Film_Institute) list "Top 10 Bangladeshi Films" Buddhadeb Bosu (articles/Buddhadeb_Bosu), Major Bengali (articles/Bengali_language) writer
Games and Sports

Ziaur Rahman ([articles/Ziaur_Rahman_(chess_player)], Chess player from Bangladesh and the second Grandmaster of the country.

Others

Altaf Husain ([articles/Altaf_Husain], Leading Newspaper Editor of South Asia, founder of Dawn Newspaper ([articles/Dawn_Newspaper]).

Fazle Hasan Abed ([articles/Fazle_Hasan_Abed], Founder of BRAC ([articles/BRAC_(NGO)]), 1980 Ramon Magsaysay awardee ([articles/Ramon_Magsaysay_award]) for Community Leadership.

Mahfuz Anam ([articles/Mahfuz_Anam], Editor of The Daily Star ([articles /The_Daily_Star_(Bangladesh)]).

Muhammad Shahidullah ([articles/Muhammad_Shahidullah], Famous Bengali educationist, writer, philologist and linguist.

Muhammad Yunus ([articles/Muhammad_Yunus], 2006 winner of Nobel Peace Prize ([articles /Nobel_Peace_Prize]), founder of Grameen Bank ([articles/Grameen_Bank]).

Hafiz G. A. Siddiqi ([http://www.northsouth.edu/vc/vc_cv.html]), Economist, former director, Institute of Business Administration, University of Dhaka ([articles /Institute_of_Business_Administration,_University_of_Dhaka]Vice-Chancellor of North South University ([articles/North_South_University]).

Syed Manzur Elahi ([articles/Syed_Manzur_Elahi], Chairman of Apex Group.

R.C. Majumdar ([articles/R.C._Majumdar], (1888–1980), Historian and Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University.

Tahrunessa Abdullah ([articles/Tahrunessa_Abdullah], 1978 Ramon Magsaysay awardee ([articles/Ramon_Magsaysay_award]) for Community Leadership.

Mahbub Jamal Zahedi ([articles/Mahbub_Jamal_Zahedi], Establishing newspaper editor of the Khaleej Times ([articles/Khaleej_Times]).

Abul Khair Litu, Chairman of the Bengal Group.

Mohammad Shahjahan, Acting Managing Director of Grameen Bank ([articles/Grameen_Bank])

Photo Album
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is the "Father of the Nation" of Bangladesh. Muhammad Yunus is the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize winner. Satyendra Nath Bose, Fellow of Royal Society, is best known for providing the foundation for Bose-Einstein statistics and the theory of the Bose-Einstein condensate. Abdus Suttar Khan was a distinguished aerospace researcher. Abul Fateh (right) with Austrian Foreign Minister Bruno Kreisky, Vienna, 1962. Muhammad Shahidullah and Shamsur Rahman.